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Since 1908

New program first of its kind

UOP markets 4-year guarantee
Stefanie Seifer
Staff Writer
This year high school seniors, who
are looking at UOP, will have some
thing to entice them into enrolling.
S tudents will beable to graduate in four
years or UOP will pay the added tu
ition.
Nationally, UOP Guarantee is the
first of its kind. The program promises
the students will be able to get the
classes they need to graduate, they will
pay for only four years of tuition and
that they will graduate on time.
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Phi Delta Theta celebrates honor
Lee Ghio
Staff Writer
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The California Lambda Chapter of
Phi Delta Theta International Frater
nity won the 1990-91 Kansas City
Trophy this past August, being recog
nized by the fraternity as the best chap
ter in the nation.
TheUOP chapter competed against
other chapters across the nation that
were comparable in size, located at
similar campuses and had comparable
Greekcommunities. Theaward is given
annually to the chapter that excels in
scholastics, chapter management,
alumni programming and campus in
volvement. There are 179 chapters of
PhiDeltaTheta across the United S tates
and Canada.

Phi Delta Theta, last year's recipi
ent of UOP's "Greek House of the
Year" award, has been inestablishment
for only five years.
"This award is a great honor for us,"
says Jase Norsworthy, chapter alum
nus and assistant director of UOP's
Annual Fund. "The Kansas City Tro
phy is thehighesthonorourchaptercan
win, and we are one of the youngest
chapters in Phi Delta Theta's 143-year
history to receive it."
Established on May 9,1986, as the
CalifomiaLambda Chapter ofPhi Delta
Theta, the fraternity was last year's
runner up for this national trophy.
>
"We are extremely proud of the
outstanding national recognition Phi
Delta Theta has received," says Judith
Chambers, vice president for student

Clubs must fit certain guidelines for funding

life at UOP. "Their accortiplishments
not only bring honor to the Greek sys
tem, but to the entire university."
Chapters around the United States
and Canada are eligible for either the
Harvard, Founders or KansasCity Tro
phy depending on size of the college or
university undergraduate male enroll
ment, the number of fraternities on
campus and the total number of mem
bers in the chapter. At the time it
received the award, UOP's Phi Delta
Theta had 71 members.
"Since we won the award, many of
our alumni have called and said this is
a perfect climax to their four years at
U.O.P," said member Davin Jackson.
"It is the best way to top it off because
this is the most prestigious award pos
sible."

"Clubs must not havearestrictive mem
office.
Next, a club must pick up a Club bership. Those clubs which arelimited
By Cathy Caramucci
Budget Request packet from the in the number of members and/or have
Staff Writer
ASUOP office. This packet contains specific requirements for membership
budget forms and the guidelines and are not eligible for ASUOP club fund
ing."
Are you a member of a club on the restrictions for club funding.
If the club qualifies, a member of
The restrictions and guidelines are
UOP campus? Does your club need
the organization would be required to
clearly
outlined
in
the
Club
Funding
money to support its program? No
Act, Club Funding Expectations and submit a budget to ASUOPby Sept. 30,
need to worry, the ASUOP Finance
the Funding Priority Guidelines. After and appear in front of the ASUOP
Committee is here to help. Just fill out
reading these guidelines, one will real Finance Committee. At this time, the
the official forms and appear before the
ize that not every club qualifies for committee can ask questions of the
Finance Committee, and maybe your
representative about the club's pro
ASUOP club funding.
wish will come true.
ASUOP is very strict, and they re posed budget.
This process sounds easy, but it
In a matter of one to two weeks, the
quire all applying clubs to follow the
really isn't. First, a club must be offi
guidelines. Some guidelines include: Finance Committee will post the club
cially recognized by the McCaffrey
clubs must beopen to all ASUOPmem- budget. This year the committee is
Center director's office and a current
bers, have a university-wide appeal, working with a $14,000 budget. The
officers list must be on file. This recog
and have a non-restrictive member budgeting will not be easy, considering
nition can be achieved by filling out a
the committee receives on the average
ship. .
club registration form, which is avail
According to the Club Funding Act, of $30,000 in requests.
able in theMcCaffrey Cen ter director's

Help needed
for senior gift

Rowing teams struggle
to stay afloat

Annual Pacific Fund intern, Julie
Webster, is searching for five addi
tional members to select the 1992 se
nior class gift.
Webster already has seven mem
bers on the committee, but hopes to
have at least 12 people to make the
group more diverse. The committee
will organize fund-raising efforts, sur
vey seniors and choose a meaningful
gift to present to the school.

BY ROBERT YELAS
Senior Staff Writer
Turning Ml some of me be* ro»ers on me West Coast, UOP's rowing team
80.22%
80.22%

79.05%

iscurrently struggling to make ends meet
. _
rwnnptinf?
Even though crew is a club sport at UOP. competition is fierce. Ccgnpet g
PAC 10 schools such as UCLA, CAL Stanford
Washington, UOP's winning tradition might not last muc
t
club recruits a large number of interested rowers and a couple of knowlcdgeab

coaches.
Founded byTom Kinberg and Patricio Vicuna, theCrew team
HOP campus since 1982. Kinberg, former Naval Academy
%ntinean Olympic rower, have volunteered their ume as.coaches for ahnost
has

79.05%

ten years. Kinberg,
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now moving to Alaska to open a c urlcr
formerUOP
^ team in the hands of Vicuna and new
Varsity rower. Vicuna, currently committed to his nowmc
f
hjs
^clinic, finds it difficult to give much time to the team. Vicuna,
% topush rowers to their extremes, says he can give ac0UP
.
°%if there are enough interested rowers. Vicuna will
!*tt«e willing to give 110 percent. "Coach
""i—somehow he could get inside our minds and make
Sis^^

p

^8^

^about to explode," says T.m
q ir^^
ical as wen as mental
Bowing is a uniquesport in thesense that req
P
,g- s(Ion;, ^ fog
Everyone in the boat must work togeth .
running drills
nays Coach Hastings, as he mentions one>
Ite lies a rope around me waists of his rowets m order to matntatn

76.53%
Two-way traffic is now closed off from Campus Way.
54.08%
93.80%
93.80%
86.09%
86.09%
80.27%
60.88%

this unfortunate trend.
"If the students follows the guide
lines but for some reason need courses
to graduate, UOP will not charge addi
tional tuition for these courses," said
dean of admissions Patricia
Peters-Spead.
This will not include room and
board.
Since the faculty adviser work
closely with each students and the av
erage class size is only 23 students, the
students no only graduate on time, but
will also receive a higher quality of
education.

ASUOP funds clubs on campus

58.25%
64.18%

To qualify for the guarantee stu
dents must select a major by the begin
ning of their sophomore year, consult
with their faculty advisers regularly,
pass courses required for their chosen
major and for general education, com
plete 32 units per year and maintain a
"C" average or above.
Nationally, the traditional time
frame that students can expect to gradu
ate has increased beyond four years,
usually through no fault of the stu
dents. Since UOP can guarantee that
our students will graduate on time,
UOP is in a unique position to counter
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sSBSSSssr-sgs—sa Traffic changes made
^Patrick, a Stockton resident, donated an
e, £rew is one of the most expensive sports the

y „als range ^ywhere from
•
k rentai runs about

T

The changing of traffic patterns on
the UOP campus was a major project
a
S
10520,000; oars run aboutS200 Pi^^ 'g2^s retd^^noney all add up.
°Hper month; race entry fees, umforms,1*\0
^ ^ tearTli however these which has been completed for the fall
term. On behalf of the campus com
Ulrentl
y there are about 20 women and
n.1fi
f doul just how competitive
mbers willprobably dwindle as the novice row
rowers. munity, a much more desirable project
f Knis. Larger schools -ch asUCLAandOaofmnhav.o^ ^ ^ ^ would have been the resurfacing of the
°Pier for UOP to be competitive as Ihcy a ^ ^ ^^equipment available, campus roads.
Yet, the traffic patternschanged as a
h'itafew extraordinary athleles and make u
expand
result of therecommendations thathave
^increase club membership as well as memberslup dues
been made by the Parking Committee,
e Program.
^ Delta waterway just
which includes students, faculty and
fou
boat-hou^ is located at Buckley
ides UOP with some
t
staff. The objectives were to improve
Monies westof campus. The Delta's glass-like wate p
traffic flow and to improve security.
2® ^ rowing conditions on the West coast
wj[h UOp-s first -head"
Baxter Way has been closed and
^lta Pre-season races will begin in acoup
races ^ a grueling
access
has been limited on two other
. eatLakeNatoma in Sacramento on Oct. u.
^
^
streets, Stagg Way and Campus Way.
^ miles long, whereas those in the Spring
^ ^ ^ involved
Stagg Way, which previously was ac
Cr
rprov

t

ew is the most difficult yet challenging spo

a total rush " replies Nir"1e Albanese, var j

cessible from Stadium Drive, has now
been opened only on the north end, and
a new tum-around has been installed at
the south end of Stagg Way and Sta
dium Drive. Campus Way, previously
two-way, has now been changed to
one-way going north at Chapel Lane.
Although the objectives planned
for thistask have been completed, plans
are in progress to change the parallel
parking on Stadium Drive to diagonal
parking.
This will add 40 to 45 spaces. Ac
cording to Lt. Jerry Houston of Public
Safety, these plans have improved traf
fic flow and limited access onto cam
pus by unwanted individuals.

"This year, I hope to get an early
start with my committee so that we can
have the chosen gift ready to present in
the spring. It would be great if the
seniors could actually see what they
gave instead of hear about it when
they're gone," said Webster.
Webster hopes that each senior will
donate $19.92 to represent their class
year, butshe says that any donation will
help reach the goal of $2500.
The committee shouldbe organized
by mid-October, and the first commit
tee meeting will be held at the end of
October. "I wanted to have a larger
committee this year so that projects
could be delegated among committee
members instead of a few people doing
all of the work," said Webster.
Any senior interested in being on
the $enior Gift Committee should con
tact Julie Webster at 946-2500.

Drug
survey
completed

A recent study conducted by UOP
psychology Professor Roger Katz,and
graduate students Cynthia Mage and
Renee Hudson, found that public atti
tudes toward decriminalization of drag
use varies widely.
Forty-seven percent of the people
surveyed said drag decriminalization
should be considered by lawmakers
and politicians as an option in the war
against drags.
"I think the study indicates there is
more support for legalizing drags than
people assume," saysKatz. "And (there
is) a lot of cynicism over our current
drug control problems and efforts to
control the drag problem."
Thirty-six percent of the partici
pants believed that drugs should be
decriminalized, and25 percent felt such
an action would reduce crime. Con
versely, 37 percent thought decrimi
nalizing drags would increase the num
ber of people using drugs and 44 per
cent felt that some non-users would
become users.
The study sampled 350 adults, in
cluding 198 non-drag and recreational
drug users,101 chronic drug userswho
were predominantly heroinaddicts and
52 alcoholics.
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Stanford surgeon

Frosh rush slowed Historical buildings at black colleges aided

lfernains at school
(tayson

0 ALTO. Calif. K PSl —A

I^MSlybnun^who
^
by colleagues
„
assign
last
May has dee her
y after all.
: n!°Fiunces Conley, 50, claimed
^endureddemeaning treatment,
•-li ^(5 comments and sexual
!®?ces

of

dsspitG claims

during two decades as a stu'—at Stanford.

' However,onScpt.5.sheannounCed
.„associates convinced her to stay,
^support I got was unbelievable,"

DELAND, Ra. (CPS) — Stetson
University hasdecided to putthebrakes
on freshman rush.

harrassment

cncc 10 make the annouccmciu said
fewasencoaraeedbysKpsteS
haslakentoaddresssomeofhe™
corns, including the appoinuncn, ™
foo..,.
°
"Wfumunent ot a
—
>' senate committee on sexual ha
rassment and a task force on discrimi
nation.

All incoming freshmen have to de
fer rush at least a semester under a new
policy. A task force made the recom
mendation after a former student said
she was raped after a party sponsored
by the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. The
fraternity has been banished from cam
pus.

work ata veterans^spiJmPalo Alto'
said she will be convinced of the com'
mittces'effectiveness "only when I

"This is not a slap in the face for
Greeks. We're
just trying to give stu?
^juSt trying t0 give Stu'
c'enLspl^nlyofopllons"saysJacqueline
c
°f °f pubUc rdations-

a more open atmosphere at the school
onein which people who speak'up can

jjesaid.
Conley, who called a press confer-

r-

,etSOn °fflCialS

316 encouraging

Grceks 10 sponsor actl Vllies

include all students.

doso tree,y

without having their jobs
or careers truncated."

would

(CPS)- The federal government an
nounced last month thatit will make its
first organized attempt tohelp preserve
nearly a dozen historical buildings
found on the campuses of predomi
nantly black colleges.
Speaking at Moorehouse College
on Sept. 10, Interior Secretary Manuel
Lujan, said that the National Park Ser
vice will spend $200,000 assessing the
conditions of 11 schools with struc
tures considered to be critically threat
ened.
Lujan also announced the forma
tion of a public and private partnership
designed toraise money to help restore
and preserve the buildings.

"After spending a lot of time on the
campuses it became obvious that most
every college had buildings of histori
cal significance at risk of being lost,"
said Ira Hutchison, director of the Of
fice of Historical Black College and
University Programs. "We're trying to
find ways to help stop that."
Hutchison said the government
hopes its list of 11 is just a beginning.
"We have about 107 historically
black schools with three to five histori
cal buildings on each campus," he said.
The 11 schools with buildings at the
center of the preservation efforts are:
Morris Brown College (1869), Spelman
College (1888) and Moorehouse Col

lege (1889) in Atlanta; Shaw Univer
sity (1881) and St.Augustine's College
(1896) in Raleigh, N.C.; Savannah S tate
College (1901) in Savannah, Ga.;
Tougaloo College (1848) in Tougaloo,
Miss.; Bethune-Cookman College
(1916) inDaytona Beach, Ra.; Howard
University (1867) inWashington D.C.;
Hampton University (1874) in Hamp
ton, Va.; and Delaware State College
(1730) in Dover, Del.
The "Mansion" at Tougaloo Col
lege was a slave-built plantation home
purchased for the college in 1869.
Lookerman Hall at Delaware State is
thought to have been a stop on the
Underground Railroad.

>bertYelas

just say no to drugs
IALLAHASSE, Fla. (CPS)- A
(oimercollege student who barricaded
limself in the state Capitol in June to
call attention to social issues is now
refusing to take Lithium prescribed for
himbydoctors ata state mental hospii

Marshall Ledbetter, 22, resides at
tic menial hospital in Chattahoochee
after authorities found the former
Florida Slate University student in
competent to stand trial for armed burjlary and criminal mischief.
Ledbetter held police at bay for

more than five hours after his occupa
tion ol the Senate sergeant at arms
office on June 14. Ledbetter said he had
taken psychedelic drugs for 23 days
straight before the incident, during
which he demanded a list of items,
including a pizza and jelly doughnuts.
In an interview in the Tallahassee
Democrat, Ledbetter said "They want
to bring me down.. .so that when I get
into court I'll be dull and bovine. They
want to make sure that when I am
finally released, I will be a drugged-out
idiot."

Students oppose Thomas
for U.S. Supreme Court

rally.
The Apple
StyleWriter®
is an ink-jet
delivers laserquality print

Nominee creates campus controversy

ing (360 dots

(CPS)-The U.S. Student Associalion recently teamed with the National
Abortion Rights Action League in
Washington to oppose Clarence Tho
mas' nomination to the U.S. Supreme
Court
"There have been instances where
lie could've helped historically black
colleges and he didn't," said USSA
President Tajel Shah, as Senate Judi
ciary Committee began hearings on
Thomas' nomination. "Obviously, as
an educational organization, that is
against everything we stand for. We
"anteveryone to have access to higher
education."

larger than

The lobbying group for students
also was concerned about the Ameri* Bar Association's "qualified" ratirrg—-"that's the lowest rating they've
anybody nominated," Shah said
naiiuiinguiE
.4uai
-andcitedThomas' handling
of Equal
^ployment Opportunity Commission
^ that they say show he does not
^'ieve in helping people traditionally
Criminated against such as homoGlials, women and minorities.
Although dissent was scattered on
®"puses,Thomas' nomination was a
topic of discussion.
Most people I've spoken to are
gainst him,"
•"*") said
ocuu Megan Thomas,
iiiuuicw, a
«
at the University of Minnesota
a member of University Young
w°men.
'

per inch).
It 's not much

at length about both issues. He told
Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) on
Sept. 11 that he has not pre-judged the
issue of abortion and did not intention
ally write in support of an anti-abortion
article he is claimed to have praised.
As for his well-documented view
of natural law, a theory thatsays certain
individual rights are independent of all
governmentauthority,Thomas said"the
question for me was from a political
theory standpoint... I would maintain
that I do not feel that natural rights or
natural law has a basis or has a use in

an average
textbook,
and it
weighs
only five
pounds

Macintosh

constitutional adjudication.
Orlando Robinson, co-director of
records for the University of Wiscon
sin Black Student Union said, "The
way the court has gone with affirma
five action and civil rights, it's turned
back the other way. They're reverting
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EDITORIAL

President who?
The benefit of attendinga small university such as Pacific isthe personal
attention given to students from faculty, staff, and administration. How
ever, at Pacific, this is not thecase. There is a break in the chain of attention.
Faculty and staff are readily available, but where is our president? Unfor
tunately, Pacific's president, Dr. Bill Atchley is not the visible or attentive
presidenta school of ourcalliber warrants and deserves.
Many
students only realize that thereis a university president becauseof the white
curb on Campus Way which is reserved for him. Furthermore, that shiny
blue Cadillac, which fits nicely into the reserved white space, also serves
as a constant reminder of his presence. Oh, yes, his name occasionally is
mentioned around campus, in The Pacifican, and on local radio. Yet, one
question remains. Just where is President Atchley?
Recendy, a non-scientific poll revealed that only one in ten students
knew who President Atchley was. In all fairness, one of the other nine stated
that they weren't entirely sure. So, on the safe side, let's say that roughly
twenty percent of the students at Pacific know who the President is. This
is still adeplorable statistic, one which mustbe remedied. In a school of our
size, at least one half of the students should not only know, but readily see
the president.
A few years ago, Atchley vowed to meet frequendy with students in
"informal fireside chats." Just how many of us have had the opportunity to
meet the president at one of these chats? Just how many of these fireside
chats have taken place? Furthermore, the president is rarely seen on
campus, the placehe belongs. One reason for moving the president's office
from Burns Tower to Anderson Hall, which is in thecenter of campus, was
a matter of accessibility and visibility. The only thing visible is the loss of
at least three parking spaces on a very congested Campus Way!
Apparendy, President Atchley has committed himself to "off campus
fund-raising" for the University, thus a possible excuse for his absence from
public view. Well, where was he before this fund-raising campaign began?
The announcement of his off-campus fund-raising adventures was made
last spring. How visible was he last fall?
Former presidentscould be seen eadng with students on a regular basis.
Well, if President Atchley was so fond of ARA services as to give them the
dining services contract, why don't we see him eadng ARA food with the
students?
Athledcs are another chance to see, or rather not see the president.
Rarely do we see Dr. Atchley at an athledc event. On the rare occasion that
he is present, he is generally situng in a "special" secdon filled with VIP's,
not the students who are the reason all of the VIP's are here.
Well, it would appear that the president is not here for us, rather, we are
here for him. It would also appear that Pacific's students are not an
importantpriority. We must not be big enough VIP's. The fact of the matter
is that President Atchley does not seem to realize that he is here for the
students, and the dme is long overdue for him to act as so. Really, without
all of us as students there would be no jusdfiable reason forall thosecocktail
parties!
Pacific's primary funcdon is to serve as an academic insdtudon.
President Atchley is running the insdtudon as a cold and impersonal
business. Granted that moniesare needed to run an insdtudon of any scope,
butPacificishomeformany ofus. ThedmehascomeforPresidentAtchley
to step out of his golden office, walk around campus (leave the Cadillac at
home), and meet the real VIP's fr Pacific, the students!

LETTERS POLICY
Have you got something you want to say about an article you've
seen in The Pacifican? Problems with a story or praise for policies,
people or places on campus? Why not write a letter to the editor?
The Pacifican is read by nearly 94percent of the student body and
96percent of the faculty. Now's your chance to be heard.
Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All
submissions must have a name, address and telephone number to
be considered for print.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length and
clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following
Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your letter to 3rd floor Hand Hall
Stockton, CA 95211.
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Time's up for Saddam
By Jeffrey Weinberg
Editorial Editor

Think back nine months ago to
January 1991. The world was at war
with Saddam Hussein and the country
oflraq. Many people here in theUnited
States were opposed to Operation
Desert Storm. They claimed it was a
"war for oil." Many saw the war as
unnecessary panic on behalf of the
United States and the Western World.
"Saddam," they said, "does not have
the capacity to build nuclear weap
ons." Almost seven months after the
cease-fire, Saddam is like a recurring
nightmare, one which does not go away.
Today Saddam has not only de
ceived the United Nations inspection
teams and cheated on the agreed cease
fire by killing the Kurds and Shiites,
but he is more-than-ever determined to
build nuclear weapons and use them at
his discretion. He has proven to be a
master of deceit by hiding his nuclear
program in sophisticated buildings that
make detection impossible, even by
our high-tech intelligence networks.
Minute by minute, the nightmare is
becoming more real.
Just how much further will we al
low Saddam to proceed? Holding
United Nationsrepresentatives (includ
ing Americans) hostage and prohibit

p0oRM/\T&

ing them from completing their as
signed task,ispushingAmenca s toler
ance of his shenanigans to the hm .
Now is the time for action.
The United States must not let
Saddam Hussein continue ignoring our
threats. Saddam must be overthrown
or assassinated. During Operation
Desert Storm, his strategy was merely
to survive. If he managed this, he
would be considered the winner He
stood up to the "Great Satan" and did
not back down. He has enhanced his
power by ruthlessly killing hisenemies
and denying the United Nations in
spection teams to carry out the condi
tions set forth by the cease-fire. Peace
is not possible with a man like Saddam
in power. Heis determined in dominat
ing his neighbors and destroying Israel.
With nuclear weapons at his disposal,
Saddam would have the capability to
be a threat to the entire world. \Ve must
not allow for that to occur.
The United States and its allies have
the international authority, the moral
support, and the gun-power to destroy
Saddam Hussein. We must not be
afraid to use the powers at hand to
destroy all the evil that Saddam repre
sents. Now is the time tofinish the task
we started nearly one year ago. It is not
enough to win the battle. We must win
the war.
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A university in name only
A hollow shell
A contradiction in terms
All of the above

2. What do you call a university
which no longer buys books for its
library, but continues to squander lots
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freshmen flaunt their material belong
ings. Not all freshmen are afraid to
look upperclassmen in theeyes. Notall
freshmen make mistakes that they'd
like to go back and erase. Before you
generalize, maybe you should think
about your generalizations! Are they
coming from personal experience and
an enormous power trip?
We feel that the freshmen are the
future of this university and weencour
age them to grow and experience, be
cause exploring and discovering leads
to knowledge and agreater understand
ing of one's self.
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The Pacifican is published every Thursday, except during vacations and firm!
exams week, by students of the University of the Pacific. Comments from reader
are welcome and strongly encouraged. Guest columns must be submitted in tyfn
form by Thursday, 5 p.m. Letters to the editor must be submitted in typed font
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I think it's a good idea, however, it
is a bit premature since Hussein has
been messing with us ever since the
war has ended."

Scott Shepherd
Senior
Communication

"I think it's really smart, I think they
should have gotten rid of Hussein in
the firs t place and then they wouldn'f
have to be going back right now."

Appen Smith
Senior
Education
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To us, college is a place to explore,
grow, make mistakes, challenge, make
some more mistakes, uncover new op
portunities and discover oneself.
All upperclassmen were freshmen
at one time. We all experienced the
challenge, bewildermentand utterbliss
of being on our own for the first time in
18 years. There are things we do as
newcomers to a particular setting that
we might do very well or do over again
when introduced to another new situa
tion. That is what freshman year is all
about.
Before you begin pointing a finger
at the class of 1995, just remember that
you were once there yourself. Not all
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HOP professor discovers
Gorbachev — Lenin parallel
D n;e sear'hats,anfordandusa of PLemn s collective writings
•ngall
ing

changes have happened in
Many
orld, ^ P^P5 the mo.st for"
? W (interesting, to the United'States
{lpljJ se events that are a
part of
0
J[6
history. "They (the Soviet

***

Brennan.found thatLenin encountered
someofthe same difficulties that

can'1

) vS the economic cnsis qmckly they

ug open to more coup attempts
any direction," explained associprofessor of history at UOP, Dr.
LJan, H. Brennan, who has recently
n noted as an expert in Soviet af. s According to Brennan, the event
led to Lenin's Bolshavik coup, "is
jlmostthe exactsituation that occurred
after the February revolution."
Pr.Brennan was on academic leave
last semester and finished a research
project that he has been working on for
several years. His knowledge has been
sought by local television and radio
stations, as well as by the Associated
presSi which released his research in
several newspapers across the United
i(|t

Slates.
"Ihavebeen tracing Lenin'sdisillusionwiththe Bolshavik revolution from
October, 1917 to his death in 1924,"

Gorbachev is discovering today.
He ran into unexpected problems,
difficulties, and crises, which lead him
to criticize his own party and re-exam
ine his own vision, as well as the poli
cies of the party," Brennan said. By
utilizing previously unseen top-secret
documents, Brennan came across a
"gem."

Ballantyne offers
a diverse profile
By Hilary Nicholson
Staff Writer
Whatwould you say if someonewere
to ask, "How would you like to live in
John B?" Some people may answer, "I
ink it would be a good experience."
Others may express that they would
feel strange living in a residence hall
with a comparatively large "foreign"
population. And then there are those
twho will say, "Huh?"
Huh? So What is John B., any way?
TheUOP Student Handbook describes
John Ballantyne as "a coeducational
facility housing ninety-two people,
catering to both international and
American students interested in an
intercultural living experience." This
description is fairly accurate; presently,
student distribution is as follows:
North American (46 percent), Asian/
Oriental (40 percent), European (nine
Percent), and Central and South Americaa (five pzercent). Dividing the resit's into percentages of geographical
birthplace, however, merely hints at
:y of lifestyles exemplified in
JohnB.

When askedwhat she thought about
> Ann Choi,senior, said, "I like
"• I lived in other smaller dorms, but it
1S^ig enough so that I won't feel left
0|11- The people speak different lanI enjoy speaking my own lanf>Uage once in a while." Perhaps if you
*ere 10 take a tour through the hall,
f ^ide would point out things like,
"d to your left, you vill notice zat
'j"re 316 some shtudents of Chinese
^tshpeaking Shpanish vith zagirl
CA. who also sprekenzy French
Utld 1111 Uddin-bittin de Japanese. Our
.e*' st)top vill be za vater-closet, so
"old on!"
Of course, with all of this talking,
°Jay wonder what is actually being
it h?re8u^ar gossip? (Yes!) Is
oth
'ntramuraJ soccer and all the
campus activities? (Yes!) Is it
'gger than a bread box? (Dumb ques; by

Monica Yadegar

said Brennan.

Hy%nal Editor

in trouble- If

By

Senior Staff Writer

jgSSL; Ramsey

union) are

WOW hosts Austrian professor

Is it enriching each others' lives

giving a little bit of ourselves and
8 a (perceived) risk to expand
®deof what feels "normal?" (Yes!)
Nakajo, a junior, put it nicely
%h,ie ^d,''In order toknow others'
cultur
(es
- we must be willing to share
culture. It's kind of a fringe benefit
e get living in J
ohn B."
v3ri

j°mebmes sharing numerous and
ofte CU'tUres's difficult, though. We
0urse'ves 'n die roles of
'"plo
mats
j,0
^d representatives of our
edn ^'an<*s- Hut mostly, we are
^MS'"S°mUCh'11,31 Sharing' ^
tai
' with language difficulties
loping
r— mind can
— be
- son
ofa »• — an open
J°yous labor." It can be tiring, and
one
the
relieve itistoassociatewith
Miliar once again, for example,

socializing with an alike ethnic group
within the residence hall.
Remember that this is perfectly
okay, provided we do not (consciously
or unconsciously) create needless hesi
tation to participate with one another.
(This applies to all social entities!)
John Ballantyne seems to have done
well in maintaining a communicative
(and fun) quality, one that is appreci
ated by non-residents and residents
alike. Rebecca Mason, "a former resi
dent of Carter House and current resi
dent of Price House, says, "Of all the
resident halls in the quads, I'd say that
the most interesting group of people
live in John B. and that they are the
most family-like."
Sheryl Johnson, the current head
resident, has had the advantage of be
ing on the outside and the inside of the
hall. When asked what she thought of
John B. before she was an R.A./Head
Resident and what she thinks now,

One (document), in 1920, written
by Lenin, claimed they had made a
great mistake in the revolution of 1917,"
shared Brennan. "I have Lenin saying
that they ve not entered communism,
they've not entered socialism, they've
noteven entered capitalism. They have
to develop capitalism in order to enter
socialism because only capitalism will
create the material plenty that makes
socialism possible."
In a remarkable Gorbachev "like
line," Lenin made a statement that it
would take years, even decades for the
Soviets to learn how to run thestate and
advance the country, according to
Brennan. "Lenin was very strong on
learning from his enemies. He tried
implementing it with the new economic
policy in 1921 (which was the old
policy of capitalism)." Lenin explained
it as taking one step backwards and two
steps forward. It was to be a temporary
state, but upon Lenin's death, Stalin
terminated the policy in 1927.
There is a noticeable parallel in his
tory with the coup attempt on
Gorbachev. One theory behind the
coup is that it would "propel Gorbachev
forward into adominantposition where
he could establish a dictatorship which
would promote the policies he has been
following (which are very similar to
Lenin's)," clarified Brennan.
If thecoup failed, Gorbachev would
come out more popular. He was im
mensely unpopularin the Soviet Union
at that time, and would again enhance
his power and authority. "We should
remember that more bizarre things have
happened in Russian history," laughs
Brennan.
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University of the Pacific students
were encouraged to attend last week's
World on Wednesday (W.O.W.) togain
insight into the present situation in
Yugoslavia.
Although the discussion was ad
vertised on posters around campus fo
cusing on "Civil War in Yugoslavia,"
according to guest- speaker, Dr. Walter
Grunzeig, director of Austrian and
American Exchange at the University
of Gratz, this was not to be his topic.
Instead, he would try to give a "rela
tional picture"of Europe and the invis
ible, but ever-present line that divides
its countries into two geographical lo
cations: the East and the West.
Born and raised in Gratz, Austria,
approximately thirty miles form the
Yugoslavian border, Grunzeig said he

Dr. Walter Grunzeig
has always been interested in hisneigh
boring countries and the many ques
tions that went with them. "(We could
not decide whether) communism was
bad because the Slavic nations had
adopted it, or if originally they had

been 'good' until communism had ar
rived," said Grunzeig.
Offering humorous comments,
Grunzeig provided a picture of Euro
pean nations so wishing to be a part of
Western Europe and their discontent at
being dubbed "East," that they never
think of themselves as anything but
Western. Grunzeig said, "The East is
always east from where you are."
Out of these debates, according to
Grunzeig, is the idea of a united Eu
rope. The ideology of Central Europe,
as it is now being called, however, is
causing debatesof its own. "The ideol
ogy pointed out in Europe is one-sided
and I'm very sceptical. (The idea of
Central Europe) can lead to antago
nism against the United States."
Any student interested in today's
pressing world issues is invited to at
tend W.O.W. from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.,
in the Bechtel International Center.

Summer in Yugoslavia
leaves lasting impression
Upon Payne's arrival home, he was
surprised to see the attention that the
United States media gave to the situa
tion in Yugoslavia. "The other coun
tries were far moreconcerned and aware
of what transpired than the Yugosla
vian people were," Payne said. Payne
felt that due to thecircumstances under
which the people are living, a very
negative and selfish attitude is gener
ated, even in the children.
"I would go out to coach sports and
the children only cared about being the
winner," informedPayne."They would
cheat and fight. Itdidn 't matter whether
or not they had a good time. The
children would often verbally abuse
one another basedon geographical ori
gin and ethnic descent."

By RaeAnn L. Ramsey
International Editor
Recently, a UOP student had the
opportunity to spend his summer in
Yugoslavia. Jason Payne, junior in
S.B.P.A.., worked as a counselor in a
camp in Kopoanik when the civil war
began in Yugoslavia this summer.
"The Americans were far morecon
cerned than the 'Yugoslavs' were," said
Payne. "I would have thought nothing
was happening."
Payne was not near a hostile area,
but did stay in Hotel Bachiste, which is
close to a military base. "Nobody re
ally talked about it," Payne expressed.
"They appeared to be very apathetic
towards the situation."
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"They live in a caste system and
there is no way they can get out of it,"
observed Payne. This made some of
the people in the area where he stayed
seem extremely unfriendly and harsh.
"When Iwas dealing with people on
a day-to-day basis, they were nice,"
Payne explained. "But those people
seemed to be the farmers and individu
als who were not high up in the caste
system."
In certain towns, Payne said that a
work ethic was non-existent People
made it a hassle if you needed some
thing that was not in their immediate
job description.
"I was very glad to come home,"
Payne concluded. "This is the greatest
country in the world!"
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Free Video Rentals
and Superstar Shades!
5lans
d that plans
I by faculty
dent/faculty
s' goal of 15
faculty ratio

bought a microwave!"
(CONFIDENTIAL: Thank third
floor for providing all those recyclable
[root] beer bottles and cans to make the
purchase possible!)
Lastly, here are some points to
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realities that"foreign" is arela^e term.
2. An intercultural way of life can
be fun, educational, challenging..and
^TPlease feel welcome to meet the
people in John Ballantyne (and else
where!), because...
4. it's a small world and it's getting
smaller.
R^T-^nChina

Cambodia,

When You Sign Up for Student Banking
Don't miss Bank of America's Student Banking
Double Feature. This electrifying duo is a
winning combination of financial convenience
and purchasing power, where BofA checking
accounts team up with BankAmericard® credit
cards to deliver the high-flying hit of the college
season.

access to California's largest branch and lullservice ATM network, and a VERSATEL® card
that allows you to get cash at over 2,200
VERSATELLER® ATMs in California and the
western U.S.
Enter to Win Raging
Prizes!

Smart students will be sure to enter the Student
Banking Double Feature Sweepstakes for a
chance to win a trip for two to Orlando, Florida
Open a checking account and get a pair of
Superstar Shades and two free video rentals from or a TV/VCR combination. No purchase
The Wherehouse. Apply for a BankAmericard® necessary.
credit card and get 2 more free video rentals.
Now playing. Stop by and ask for details at:
This offer is good only while supplies last and
• 1661 Pacific Ave., Stockton, CA 95204
ends October 31,1991.
(209)944-5129
In addition to these great gifts, college
• 503 W. Benjamin Holt Dr., Stockton, CA 95207
(209)944-5272
students get free "summer months" checking*
Great Gifts and Cool
Convenience!

ponder about John Ballantyne:
1 Think about the ideas and/

m

.

Bank of America

^uador, Finland',
>
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You gel more from the leader.'

*Offer applies to monthly service charges. Charges for overdrafts and

pan,
Singapore, Spain,
Peru, Philippines,
(Taiwan), United States, Vietnam
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Sheryl replied, That s a good ques
tion. Before, I never knew how extraordinary a building full of zillions of
cultures could come together and cre
ate such a warm atmosphere. She was
quick to add, "We've earned so much
money (through recycling) that we

JOHN B.
RESI DENTS

>bert Yelas

other account related services still apply.
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Comedy and suspense
presented on screen

Stepping Out...
on campus
Oct. 3 The UOP Art Gallery holds a reception for Sharon Boysel whose worksare on display until Oct 25. The
reception is from 7 to 9 p.m., and admission is free.
Oct. 3 - Oct.18 Richard H. Reynolds Gallery, located in the Art Center, features work by James Warren Perry.
Gallery hours are Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday 2 to 5 p.m.

>bert Yelas

Oct. 3-6 McCaffrey Center Theatre presents, "The Rocketeer," starring Bill Campbell as a 1940s racing pilot
who has the opportunity to stop the Nazis from taking over the world. The film is rated PG and will be shown nightly
at 8 p.m. with a matinee on Sunday at 4 p.m.
Oct. 4 The Conservatory of Music and Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society present the UOPSymphonic Wind Ensemble
and the University Concert Band, conducted by Dr. Robert Halseth. This recital is in honor of the achievement and
outstanding academic performance by students of the University of the Pacific. The recital begins at 8 p.m. with a
reception to follow in the Conservatory's choral rehearsal hall.
Oct. 8-9 Also featured at the McCaffrey Center Theatre is "Iron & Silk," a film set in China about a young man's
search for wisdom. Showings for the Tuesday and Wednesday night presentations are at 7:30 p.m.

Contemporary art
showcased at UOP gallery

m.
Scott Bakula and Sinbad star as two unconventional athletes in "Necessary Roughness."

AT&T

>arate

nager

As of Friday, Sept 27, two new
releases arrivedat local movie theaters,
adding to the list of popular movies
currently playing in Stockton. One is a
"rollicking football comedy," and the
othera"chilling psychological thriller."
Both feature casts which include some
familiar names and faces. Thanks to
the production companies responsible
for the films, The Pacifican can offer
you a preview of what to expect.
"Necessary Roughness," presented
by Paramount Pictures, introduces us
to Texas State University's fighting
Armadillos. They're not your typical
college football team, considering their
quarterback is 34 years old and their
kicker is a girl. Producer Mace Neufeld
("The Hunt for Red October"), com
ments that, "It's an 11-man Cinderella
story about a football team made up of
non-football players."
Scott
Bakula,' known for his role on
rv
the television series,"Quantum Leap,"
plays Paul Blake, the team's quarter
back, who at the age of 34 gets a second

shot at school and football. Producer
Stan Dragoti calls Bakula's character
"the silent but strong type, a very sen
sitive hero."
The film's storyline looks at the
challenge the coaches of the Armadil
los face in trying to get the team into
fighting shape. Many obstacles stand
in their way, including problems with
the NCAAand conflicts with one of the
university's deans.
Making big-screen appearances in
the film are a few big names in profes
sional football who are brought on to
play a prison football squad during a
scrimmage with the Armadillos. In
cluded in the lineup are Hall of Fame
linebackers Dick Butkus (Chicago
Bears) and Ben Davidson (Oakland
Raiders); HeismanTrophy-winnerEarl
Campbell (Houston Oilers); and AllPro wide receiver Jerry Rice (San Fran
cisco 49ers), among others.

By Kate Sefton

Making his motion picture debut is
Staff Writer
actor/comedian Sinbad, known for his
role on NBC's "A Different World."
Sinbad's character is another of the
Beginning Oct.1, the work of Sha
members of this unconventional foot ron Boysel,a contemporary artist from
ball team who is sure to keep audiences San Jose, will be displayed at the UOP
entertained.
Art Gallery in the McCaffrey Center.
On a less lighthearted noteisTouch
Boy sel's modem style is expressed
stone Pictures' release, "Deceived," through photo tableau in 3-D. These
starring Academy Award-winner are blown-up photographs that she
Goldie Hawn. Hawn's character, paints on to create a deeper effect. To
Adrienne Saunders, is a New York fine add to a three-dimensional image, she
art restoration expert who seems to creates small sculptures or other pro
lead a perfect life. This changes drasti trusive objects and places them on the
cally, though, with the death of her photograph for a finishing touch.
husband, Jack (John Heard). A mys
According to Carla Malone, the
tery ensues when Adrienne learns that director of the gallery, this exhibit
the real Jack Saunders died many years should be very different from others.
before. The film follows Adrienne's Malone is looking forward to the exhi
quest to discover her husband's true bition of this artist's work.
identity. The suspense escalates as this
Boysel's exhibits will beon display
quest leads to the revelation of lies and from Oct. 1-25. There will be a recep
murder.
tion for the artist on Thursday, Oct. 3,
from 7 to 9 p.m.

"The art is upto-date and
pretty hip."
. - Carla Malone,
director of UOP
Art Gallery

The UOP Art Gallery is a very
selective gallery which is well-known
for showing the work of contemporary
artists from the Bay Area.
"One of the main reasonsfor work
ing in the Art Gallery is to get shows
that the students will like and that are
fun to look at," says Malone. "Art can
be intimidating sometimes."
Malone has an extremely positive
attitude toward the quality of the art
and shows to be displayed throughout
the year. She looks forward to intro
ducing new and modem art to the
students at UOP.
"The art is up-to-date and pretty
hip," she says.
Students are encouraged to visit the
gallery on the second floor of the
McCaffrey Center, next to the ASUOP
office.
On weekdays, the gallery is open
between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.; weekend
hours are 3 to 9 p.m.

Comedy
club
provides
un-filled
evening
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This year's first "Comedy Club," I
hdd the night of Wednesday, Sept. 25,
proved a successful start to the fall
lineup of special events sponsored by
frc University Programs Board for
Entertaining and Amusing Times (UP
BEAT). Barbara Miller, the student in
'toarge of special events, was on hand
t() make sure all went smoothly. Over
°ne hundred students gathered at the
Second-floor of the McCaffrey Center,
the site of the new "Static Attic."
The three featured comedians in
putted UOP alumnus Brian Rogers,
wh° now resides in the Bay Area. His
toajor in English might explain his
Srri°oth, narrative humor. The youngest°f the three entertainers, he was able
to relate well toa college audience and
todude his own experiences at UOP.
's material included the reading of a
E°em about love with an unexpected
311(1 amusing twist.
Also on the comedy lineup was Sir
uthony Morewood, an English chap
w 0se prim and proper appearance
c°ntrasted strongly with his frank, honest and slightly cynical language. His
jto ject matter was at times risque, yet
oroughly enjoyed by a receptive auence- Although he had been warned
t UOP students were a conservative
3udience, he soon discovered that our
PPreciation for humor was more entornpassing than originally predicted.
e

audience roared with laughter,
responding to his pro

mPhatically

material.
Headlining for the evening's program was Matt Riedy, a former Seattle

^ee COMEDY, page 10)

rally.

Goldie Hawn is Adrienne Saunders in "Deceived."
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Students. Faculty and UOP Employees

JOIN US!
. Clinically Trainod Staff
• Exercise Equipment And Free Weights
. Dynamic Aerobics Program
. Exercise Classes For Ail Levels
. Friendly, Relaxed Atmosphere
. Close To HOP

is your right choice.
Charge to your Express or Bonus Plan
Call between 7:30- 11:00 pm

Full Student Membership
f$29 per month)
Full Faculty & Employee Membership
($30 per month)
Aerobics Only Membership

(S24 per month)

Free Delivery
946-2394
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Freshmen integrate
to life on campus
By Katie Sefton
Staff Writer
"It's really loud at Grace, and I'm
finding it difficult to concentrate on
homework, but the parties are ragin',"
says Jennifer Aguilar, a freshman in the
Grace Covell dorm. This seems to be
the viewpointof many incomingfresh
men in this dorm.
"I haven't had this much fun in my
entire life!" says Trent Averett, the new
president of Grace. "Being a freshman
isn't so bad. As a matter of fact, it's
great."
Unfortunately, in lessthan a month,
reality will set in on the majority of
these freshmen, and they will experi
ence the crunch.
Student advisors are already plan
ning special events for their advisees to
help lighten theobstacles thatlie ahead
of the freshmen. Typically, by the third
or forth week of school, the freshmen
start feeling homesickness, the pres
sure of classes and exams, and the
social demands of college life. This is
when the student advisors offer mostof
UOP Public Relations graduate now works for the university.

Graduate comes
back to UOP
By Dave Brown
Staff Writer
Last May, Jase Norsworthy gradu
ated from UOP along with the rest of
the senior class. But unlike most of his
classmates, he ended up taking a job
with his alma mater.
Norsworthy, 23, was hired by the
university in July and is the new assistantdirector of theAnnual PacificFund
in Institutional Advancement. Specifi
cally, his job is to recruit people to
donate money. He is responsible for
those people who give $1,000 or less.
"My job is to get people who donate
to keep on giving," said Norsworthy.
Norsworthy is in charge of UOP's
"Circle of Friends" donation program,
as well as producing mailings and co
ordinating special events for donors.
Circle of Friends is a tool for alumni
and parents to assist students finan
cially who need it most. Money that is
generated ("unrestricted funds") goes
toward scholarships and specific bud
get needs.
"All the money raised during the
academic year is used up and is never
carried over to the following year,"
said Norsworthy.
Those people who give are recog
nized by the university. Donors are
entided to special privilegessuch as the

Rubes®

use of the UOP library and discounts in
the bookstore and at selected UOP
drama department performances.
Recently Norsworthy completed his
first major project. It was a mailing
targeted toward younger alumni. Us
ing the slogan "Come fly with the
Tigers," Annual Pacific Fund will be
giving away a trip for two to join UOP's
Lady Tiger Volleyball Team to Hawaii
in November.
"In the past we have just sent out a
letter, but no w weare going from a new
angle. We needed something that was
more creative and that would grab
everyone's attention," said Norsworthy.
Besides meeting these new chal
lenges in his job, Norsworthy has had
to to endure the transition from being a
student to someone within the admin
istration. "I try to maintain a profes
sional approach. It's difficult seeing
people you know who are on their way
to class, because I miss it (college)."
Now that Norsworthy is part of the
administration, he has a different out
look about the university. "I used to
complain a lot as a student. But now I
haveabetter understandingof theproblems that exist and the decision-mak
ing process."
Norsworthy calls his job difficult
and humbling, but with his enthusiasm
and creativity, UOP is making the most
of this alum.

By Leigh Rubin

"Hmmm, this lab report indicates that your
cholesterol level is much too high. From nowon
I want you to eat Strictly vegetarians."

their advising.
f
Peggy Rosson, the coordinator "
SmfcSdvismg. feels confrthm. to,
this year will run smoothly where die
freshmen are concerned It teets
smooth even with thenormal glitches.
This year's student advisors are great
andr«illy"gungho." Shesays,"So far,
this energy is the backbone to the great
start of the freshmen, and it was defi
nitely present at their freshmen orien
tations. The energy madeiteasy for the
freshmen to feel comfortable in this
new environment."
The add/drop system is one of the
biggest confusions for the freshmen
rightnow. But as Dave Pulle, a student
advisor for engineering students, ex
plains to his advisees, "Just sit in the
class that you want to add and then
havetheteachersignyourform. That's
basically it."
This year's freshmen are definitely
adjusting well to the new college set
ting for now. With the help of the
student advisors, the transition between
high school and college will be made
easily. Mark Rossi, a freshman, adds,
"I'm looking forward toa terrific year."

Life and times of
pharmacy students
ByEv Chi
Staff Writer
Dianna Lee, a first-year phar
macy student, discovered that her night
mares have become reality. On the first
day of school, a teacher announced that
there wasgoing to be a quiz in two days
covering two chapters, with more than
90 questions.
It was Lee's awakening to the
hardships and pressures of pharmacy
school life.
"All I ever do is study, study,
studv " said Lee.

Real estate
group starts
on campus

And no doubt about that. All
pharmacy students are required to carry
17 to 19 units a semester, with the
addition of one or two units for an
elective. Thepharmacy program is bro
ken down into approximately five
classes per semester, not including lab
times.
"There's an information explo
sion going on in medicine," said Ralph
L. Saroyan, director of Pharmacy Stu
dent Affairs. "There's a lot to be taught
and nota lot of room for falling aside."
With the setprogram, students have
more pressure than ever to succeed.
Once a student gets a D or an F, he or
she must wait until the following year

(See Pharmacy, page 10)
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Students warned

ma,

about alcohol abuse
By Kevin Kelly
Staff Writer
There is no preaching involved.
There is no pointing of fingers, and
there is no mission to promote total
abstinence. There is, however, a goal
for National Collegiate Alcohol Aware
ness Week at UOP to raise the con
sciousness of the campus community
on issues relating to alcohol use and
abuse.
Throughout the week of Oct. 1319, there will be several educational,
informative and "fun raising activi
ties that will raise student awareness
about the many problems that alcohol
causes. Not only will the week intro
duce serious topics, but it will also offer
exciting alternatives for students.
"This is a time when we can edu
cate all students over a week's period of
time, as opposed tofocus i ng on a single
event that only lasts for an hour or a
day," said Tom VanSchoor, assistant
dean of students. VanShoor empha
sized that even a week wasn't long
enough because the message of alco
hol use and abuse "needs to be consis
tently reinforced throughout the year."
"It's not just our campus that be
lieves in this cause, but all institutions
of higher education throughout the na
tion. It's the one time of the year that
we really draw close attention to what
alcohol is capable of doing,"says Randy
Haveson, former director of the
R.O.A.D. program.
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By Cory Clemetson

You do not need to be a business
major to come to NAHB meeting or
hear the chapter's guest speakers.
The chapter has just elected four
new officers: President Cory
Clemetson, Vice President Hayden
Watson, Secretary Dan Cara and Trea
surer Gary Briggs.
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Each day will have a special,,
and everyone is encouraged iq J
pate. For example, on Sunday
Gamma will hold AnchorSplash^
various teams competing aga^
another in a number of swimming
Monday, the movie "Ironweed"
be shown and popcorn andsodjJ
served. Tuesday will featurethefv
munity Service Fair, and WediM
the Panhellenic Mocktail Contest
addition, the Inter-Fratemity (V,
is scheduling a volleyball tournan^
On Thursday, the San Joaquin AH
Foundation will be making a
tion on AIDS and alcohol, and ho^

Guest Writer

Today at 5 p.m. The National As
sociation of Home Builders (NAHB),
the new real estate student chapter at
UOP, is presenting one of San Joaquin
Valley's top developers Luis V.
Ansmendi. Arismendi was the former
president of the A.G. Spanos Land Co.
and he has also been an independent
development consultant and an execu
tive of TheGrupeCompany. Arismendi
also coordinated the planning, devel
opment and political aspects of the
A.G. Spanos Park development of In
terstate 5. He has served for several
years on the board of San Joaquin
County Economic DevelopmentAssociation as well.
Today Luis is the president of the
Arismendi Corporation whii. h has been
in exsistence for the last two years. He
has projects currently developed at West
and MoradaLanes, a 62-home subdivi
sion. Homesarepricedfrom$150,000s.
NAHB was started on campm ioward the end of last year becauseof the
growing interest of the world of Real
Estate at UOP. The purposeof the club
is to give its members more informa
tion on real rstate, to meetpeopleand to
develop connections in the industry.
Members get a chance to hear some of
the Valley's most prominent people in
the industry give their experiences and
advice on the business itself.
The chapter has also recieved tre
mendous support from the Builders
Industry Association (BIA). Don
Payne, the president of BIA, has been
instrumental in getting the program off
the ground. In additon, the chapter has
also received support from the faculty.
Professor Karen Gibler is the chapter's
faculty advisor.
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intramurals are
off and running

Kasser shines as Volleyball
wins two more games
the Top 20 include Stanford (#1), Ne
braska(#7), Texas (#8),andUSC (#11).
The Tigers looked strong in the
second match against Utah State. The
three-game winhas becomecharacter
istic of Pacific volleyball this season.
The only team that has won a game
from the Tigers this season is Ken
tucky, who won the second game of
thatmatch, 16-14. The averagemargin
of victory has been almost 7.5 points
per game.
The trendcontinued Saturday night
when Pacific put away Utah State, 151,15-8, and 15-11. Both offense and
defense were good, with individual

Peter Croke
Rich
jeiiioi

Staff Writer

mtramurals arealready in full-swing
jester.Most activitieshave more
JliS:
ieipants than last year. There have
U many changes in existing pro
ms and some additions have been
• , ibe intramural staff passes onits
hdcs for the support everyone has
JJen the program this semester.
^ Golf-' The scramble-style tourna
ment brought eight teams of three to
Swenson Golf Course on Friday, Sept.
20 At this writing, the results have not
Jeenclarified. Next week's article will
0ve the final tally.
° Innertube Waterpolo: Although
only two teams played, it was a very
fjn afternoon last Sunday. The Sharks
defeated Sharks II twice by scores of
17-8 and 19-9. The most outstanding
niayer of the day was sophomore Beth
T„llcn!t Intproct woepunrpccpH trvmaVp

Men s B: Seven teams are compet
ing in the B division this year. There
appears to be three teams who have
nsen to the top. Anti-Friez over
whelmed OmegaPhi in the first contest
of the year,42-0.Po-Gee Pumpers won
their first game over AKL 35-0 and
their second in a very tight game over
Biofizzers '91, 21-20. Biofizzers '91
won their first game 10-0 over Phi
Delta Theta Lope Lopes.
Mens A: Last year's champion,
Archania, is going to have their hands
full trying to defend their title. Phi
Delta Theta has shown a potent offense
with a strong defense. Metaputos has
put together a strong team as well. Last
week, in a rematch of last year's title
game, Archania defeated SAE 6-0 in a
well-played game. Phi Delta Theta
defeated Metaputos 18-13 in a close
game. Metaputos then disposed of Su
per Southwest 27-6. On Monday,
Metanntos blasted SAF. and Phi Delta

tortniscxtiausung butcnjoyablc event.

Flag I'oolball: The rules for flag
football have been changed slightly to
make the game safer for the partici
pants. Thebasic change is theblocking
scheme. A non-contact, screen block is
now required instead of the old full
coniactblocking scheme.Ithas signifi
cantly reduced injuries compared to
last year's statistics. The rule change
has allowed Co-Rec football to take
place for the first time at UOP. There
are four teams making the voyage into
the world of Co-Rec Hag Football.
Some teams are adjusting well to the
rales, while others are still fighting
with the change. Those who have ad
justed are temporarily ahead. Who
knows what will happen in the next
three weeks.
Co-rec: It appears that Tri-Delta
and Co. are the cream of the Co-Rec
Division this week.JB's Gorbies could
he the team to challenge them for the
title.MuPhiE'psiIon andAKLIIare the
other two teams. Only time will tell
how well all the teams will do.

Staff Writer
The Tiger volleyball team added
Utah Stateto its listof victimslast week
as they defeated the Aggies in three
games for thesecond timein one week.
The Tigers hostedUtah S tateTues
day and Saturday in their first two Big
West conference matches of the sea
son. After Saturday night's game, the
Tigers' record was 7-0 overall and 2-0
in conference, and they were ranked
thirdin thenationby VolleyballMonthly.
Also highly-ranked were Big
West teams, Hawaii (#2),Long Beach
State(#6),andUC SantaBarbara (#13).
Other futureTiger opponentsrankedin

UOP practicing up before their victory against Santa Barbara.

Water Polo off to 4-3 start
Mike Martinez
Senior Staff Writer

great oriensive ana acrensivc cnori. At
On Thursday, Sept. 26, the Tigers
this time,Ido nothave the final score of took to the pool for only the second
the other game.
time this season, as they hosted num
Football Fab Five as of 9/30
ber eight UC Santa Barbara,and came
1. Phi Delta Theta (A)
away with a thrilling 6-4 victory.
2. Metaputos (A)
Senior Todd Hosmer was again the
3. Anti-Friez (B)
leading scorer for the Tigers, this time
4. Archania (A)
with four goals. ChrisAppletonandEli
5. Po-Gee Pumpers (B)
Gautreaux added the other two Pacific
IndoorSoccer: Themain change in goals. Tom Cheli had sevensaves in the
indoor soccer this year is the location of Tiger goal. Head Coach John Tanner
play.Inprevious years,play hasbeenin said theconference win was important,
the South Campus Gym. This year, "It's always nice to winthe firstconferplay is in the Main Gym giving more ence game because it sets a tempo for
space and abetter atmospherein which the team."
to play. There are eight Co-Rec teams
TheTigers traveled toBerkeley over
this year in two leagues. The men's the weekend to do their partin theNor
division has only four teams this year. Cal Tournament hosted by Cal. Fresh
Innominants has risen to the Co-Rec off the 6-4 beating they gave to UC
top with a 2-0 record. Tri-Delt has put Santa Barbara on Thursday, Pacific
together a strong team with a 1-0-1 was looking for big things to happen.
record going into week two of play. In
OnFriday, theTigers hadone game
theMen'sdivision,Bulldogshavecome and it was against USC. Trailing by
out with an explosive offense, scoring two goals going into the final period,
17 goals injusttwogames. Borgorosso Pacific rallied to tie the score and send
the game into extra minutes. Both
(See Intramurals, Back page)
teams scoredonce in the first overtime,
but in the second OT, USC snuck one

Soccer kicks
record to 7-1-1

past Tiger goalie Tom Cheli, and held
on to win 8-7.
Saturday, the Tigers were looking
to avenge the Friday loss and took on
Chaminade, who was playing it's first
match this season. All-American Todd
Hosmer poured in four goals for UOP
as the Tigersdrowned the Silverswords
10-6. Later that day, Pacific locked
hornswithStanfordandcameuponthe
short endof a 10-8score. ToddHinders
scored threegoals for the Tigers,while
Tom Cheli recorded six saves.
On Sunday, Pacific was pitted
against the undefeated host team Cal
Bears, andlost 12-6. Doug Sutherland
and Chris Appleton each had a pair of
goals for Pacific. In the fifth and final
game of the tourney for UOP late Sun
day, the Tigers took on a UC Davis
team searching for their first tourna
ment win. Powered by five goals from
Hosmer, three goals by Eli Gautreaux
and two by Hinders, Pacific drowned
any hopes of a Davis win, 13-4.
UOP (4-3 overall, 1-0conference)
takes to the road this weekend as they
travel to Southern California for
matches against LongBeach State and
UC Irvine. Their next home game is
slated for noon, Saturday, Oct. 12, ver
sus Pepperdine.

Tiger Tracks

Field Hockey- The fieldhockey team visited Northern Pacific Confer
ence rival, California, on Saturday and lost 3-0. The loss was the second
straight and marked the first time in almost a year that the Tigers failed to
score in a game. Pacific makes its biggest road trip of the season this
weekend, with a three-game East Coast swing
^attVargo coming up on the ball.
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Water Polo- UOP was in Berkeley all weekend for the Nor Cal
Tournament hosted by Cal. Friday, the Tigers lost a double-overtime
thrillertoUSC 8-7. On Saturday,UOPdefeatedChaminade, 10-6andlater
lost toStanford, 10-8. On Sunday,Pacific waspittedagainst theundefeated
Cal Bears and lost, 12-6. Later that day, inUOP's fifth and final match of
the tourney, the Tigers blasted UC Davis, 13-4. TheTigers take the show
on the road this weekend when they drop in onUC Irvine and Long Beach
State.
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High Sensitivity Tuner

• Dolby"" B/C Noise Reduction

AM/FM-Ste wo PLL Synthesizer Tuner

• Line Input/Output Terminals

24-SUtlon Present Tuning

• Loudness Button

(FM-18, AM-6)

• 4-Channel Amplifier System

Preset Scin/Scm/Seek/Manual Tuning

• AUX/CO Terminal (Front Panel)

Strong-station Sequential Memory

• 2 Color Illumination

(SSM)

• Subwoofer Control

JENSEN
200 watt amp

250 bridged

$gg95 Reg. $189.95
Ifl
• WITH ONE YEAH WARRANTY
• 100 Watt per channel max.

mm,

TOP OF THE LINE ALARMS
NEW AL475

NEW AL375

II
Two.Z-Button Remotes - Arms 2
One Piece, Water Proof, WorksCars w/100 ft. range
In-Horn Design
8 Tone Siren
• 6 Tone Siren
•Head Light Flasher
Tamper Memory w/Chirp
Shock Sensor (window protection)
1/2 Million Code Combinations
LED Status Indicator
• One, 2-Button Remote Arms 2
• Power Door Lock (optional)
Cars w/ 75ft. Range
• Optional Power window, Power • Door Pin Triggering
• Optional Starter Kill
Lock System
Panic
Optional Starter Kill

Reg.
*169"

95

*129

Reg.
'259*

Installed

LIFETIME WARRANTY ON
PARTS & LABOR

PIONEER, CAS, SHERWOOD, STREET WIRE, JENSEN, JVC
EARTHQUAKE, PYLE DRIVER, RED LINE A MORE OVER 30 IN STOCK BRANDS!
• Craig

• Clarion
• Phoenix Gold • Pyramid

• Sansui
• Kenwood

• Sony
• Audiovox

• Panasonic
• Sanyo
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Nutcracker Sweete
featuring

Lite Lunches
SANDWICHES • SALADS
HOMEMADE SOUPS

From our Bakery
CROISSANTS
plain • cherry •chocolate
strawberry cream cheeses raisin custard

Nutcracker (Swcctc

2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4
(209) 478-6290

Tans
d

and, of course, our selection
of fine coffees and desserts
Now open at 7:30 a.m.

Happy Hour 4-7 Weekdays

Catering Available

FT§r

CARBINE CARBINE

COOKIES AND MUFFINS

PVp

Um "Mv grades haven't suffered,andif

PUU. OUT

WE'LL BEAT ANYONE'S ADVERTISED PRICES!!!
"IT'S WORTH THE DRIVE FROM ANYWHERE"

Volleyball- The volleyball team defeatedSan Jose State 3-0 onFriday
and New Mexico State 3-0 on Saturday. Pacific's Sharon Kasser had 19
kills and zero errors in 31 attempts over the weekend. UOP is currently
ranked third in the nation and plays UC Irvine and #2 Long Beach State
over the weekend in SouthernCalifornia. On Tuesday, the Tigers host the
nation's number one team, Stanford at the Spanos Center at 7:30 pm.

David Brown

JVC KS-RG9

Installed

Football- The football team did not play over the weekend. They will
play on Saturday against Cal-State Fullerton at Amos Alonzo Stagg
Memorial Stadium. It will be Pacific's first home game in over a month

At Balboa Stadium in San Fran
cisco lastFriday, UOP and SFCC were
tied 0-0 at the half before the Tigers

(See Volleyball, page 10)

WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES IN SHERWOOD
STEREOS, CD'S, SPEAKERS & AMPS
ANYWHERE! THERE'S NO COMPETITION!

$g995

Compiled by Mike Martinez
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Volleyball

CLASSIFIEDS
OPPORTUNITIES
ADDRESSERS WANTED

I immediately!
1 No experience necessary.
I Process FHA mortgage refunds
WORK AT HOME.
Call 1-405-321-3064

FAST FUND-RAISER $1000 1/ wk

We will pay you to lose 10-29 lbs tn

Greeks, Clubs, ANYONE
No investment.

SALES

welcome. Will work Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday evenings.
Approx. 9-12 hrs per week during
school year. $5/hr + bonus.
Call Annual Pacific Fund at 9462500

Comedy

WANTED 100 PEOPLE

AlSiral. 1-800-347-7584

Telemarketers needed! All students

FUNDRAISERS

FOR SALE: One woman s
_
Centurian 10-speed and one Man s
Fuji Palisade 12-speed. Both bicycles,
are in excellent condition. Pcrfccl f°[
everyday use. Please make offer. Call
Jase at 946-2359

among many things, a great stress re
liever and a much-needed break in the
week for many. If laughter really is the
best medicine, then we just received a

(Continued from poge 9)
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Insists,

(800) 748-6817

PERSONALS
Goodbye Ramiy ROAD-.We'U miss
you!

The Crew

FT^Taassifieds
Students turn in 25 wordsorless
for free by Monday at 12 noon fo
publication onThursday^Sumbit to
The Pacifican, 3rd Floor Hand Hall.

Intramurals
(Continued from page 9)
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another showcase this fall and two more
Badminton: The badminton tour
for many more bouts of laughter, is
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nament is this Friday at 3 p.m. Entries
facial contortions exaggerated the hu
Opportunities like this to enjoy real dose today at S3 for each person m
mor in his stories and brought on more professional talent on campus should
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laughs and cheers.
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blocking assists and two krUs.
VikkiSimoms had six kills,
Kadochnikova had five kills.
The Tigers host San Jose Sta
JLd New Mexico State on Satur
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PREGNANT? SCARED,

CALL US

day.

Badminton Club meets every Friday at
5-00 o m. in the Main Gym.
' Volleyball:There have been numerousTnquiies about volleybail. Entries
have officially opened and are due
later than Tuesday, Oct. 22. DmS1o
available are four- person A and B and
CoRecA,B,andC.TheCo-RecD^
sion is for six-person teams. Entry tee
is $25 for all divisions. The Main Gym
is open for volleyball on Friday nights
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• All Lamps
* All Cameras
* All Tank Tops
¥ All Computer Ribbons
4 All Typewriter Ribbons
• All UOP Imprinted Binders
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